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Abstract
In the Post Correspondence Problem (PCP) an instance (h, g) consists of two morphisms h and g, and the problem is to
determine whether or not there exists a nonempty word w such that h(w) = g(w). Here we prove that the PCP is decidable for
instances with unique blocks using the decidability of the marked PCP. Also, we show that it is decidable whether an instance
satisfying the uniqueness condition for continuations has an infinite solution. These results establish a new and larger class of
decidable instances of the PCP, including the class of marked instances.
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1. Introduction
In the Post Correspondence Problem (PCP, for short), we are given two morphisms h, g : A∗ → B∗, where A and
B are finite alphabets, and we are asked whether or not there exists a nonempty word w ∈ A∗ such that h(w) = g(w).
The pair (h, g) is called an instance of the PCP and a wordw ∈ A+ is a solution of the instance (h, g) if h(w) = g(w).
The set of all solutions,
E(I ) = {w ∈ A+ | h(w) = g(w)},
is called the equality set of the instance I = (h, g). The size of an instance I is |A|, that is, the cardinality of the
domain alphabet of the morphisms.
The PCP is a well-known problem which was proved originally to be undecidable by Post [13]. In the theory of
undecidability one central topic is to investigate the borderline between decidability and undecidability. This is often
done by choosing a known undecidable problem, like the PCP, and then setting further restrictions to the instances
of the problem, which possibly cause the problem to be decidable. In the PCP this borderline has been investigated
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in several ways. For example, it is an easy exercise to show that the unary PCP, where the domain alphabet has only
one letter, is decidable. It is highly nontrivial to show that the PCP is decidable for binary instances (i.e. of size 2).
This was proved by Ehrenfeucht, Karhuma¨ki and Rozenberg [1]; see also [5] or [6] for a somewhat simpler proof.
On the other hand, the PCP is undecidable for instances of size at least seven as was shown by Matiyasevich and
Se´nizergues [12].
Another known boundary line of decidability is provided by marked and prefix morphisms. A morphism h : A∗ →
B∗ is said to be marked if the images h(a) and h(b) of any two different letters a, b ∈ A begin with different letters. It
was proved by Halava, Hirvensalo and de Wolf [9], that the PCP is decidable for marked instances. On the other hand,
Lecerf [11] showed that the PCP is undecidable for instances of injective morphisms, and Ruohonen [14] proved the
undecidability for instances of (bi)prefix morphisms, where no image of a letter is a prefix of an image of another
letter. Note that both marked and prefix morphisms are special cases of injective morphisms.
In this paper we study instances of the PCP, which are not necessarily marked, not even injective, but they can be
reduced to marked instances of the PCP. These instances satisfy the so called unique block condition. We also study
infinite solutions of the instances (h, g) satisfying the condition called unique continuation.
Two (finite) words u and v are said to be comparable, if one is a prefix of the other. Let ω = a1a2 · · · be an infinite
word over A where ai ∈ A for each index i = 1, 2, . . .. Note that h(ω) = g(ω) if h(u) and g(u) are comparable for
all finite prefixes u of ω. We also say that such an infinite word ω is an infinite solution of the instance (h, g).
The problem whether or not a given instance of the PCP has an infinite solution is called naturally the infinite
PCP, or ωPCP, for short. It was shown by Ruohonen [14] that there is no algorithm to determine whether a general
instance of the PCP has an infinite solution. On the other hand, it was proved in [3] that the ωPCP is decidable for
marked instances of the PCP. Later, using the previous result, it was shown in [7] that the ωPCP is decidable for binary
instances. Recently, it was proved in [4] that the ωPCP is undecidable for instances of size 9.
It seems that the unique block condition is not enough to make the ωPCP decidable, but when we use the sharper
condition of unique continuation, the ωPCP turns to be decidable.
We shall now fix some notation. The empty word is denoted by ε. The length of a word u is denoted by |u|. A word
u ∈ A∗ is said to be a prefix of a word v ∈ A∗, denoted by u ≤ v, if v = uw for some w ∈ A∗. Also, if u 6= ε and
w 6= ε in v = uw, then u is a proper prefix of v, denoted by u < v. Recall that u and v are comparable, denoted by
u FG v, if u ≤ v or v ≤ u. If v = uw then we also write u = vw−1 and w = u−1v. A word u ∈ A∗ is said to be a
suffix of a word v ∈ A∗, if v = wu for some w ∈ A∗. If u 6= ε and u 6= v, then the suffix u is proper.
2. Unique block instances
Recall that a morphism h : A∗ → B∗ is marked if the images h(a) and h(b) do not have a common nonempty
prefix for any pair of different letters a, b ∈ A. The basic result on which we build the results of this paper is the
following theorem from [9]; see also [2]:
Theorem 1. The PCP is decidable for marked instances of any size.
We aim at a decision procedure for special instances of the PCP. However, we start with a simpler problem:
Problem 1. Let b ∈ B be a fixed letter. Given a marked instance I = (h, g) of the PCP, where h, g : A∗ → B∗.
Does there exist words x, y ∈ A+ such that h(x) = g(y) and b ≤ h(x)?
In this problem we do not look for solutions for the equation h(x) = g(x), but rather for h(x) = g(y) together with
the addition requirement that h(x) should begin with the specified letter b. This problem is known to be decidable for
arbitrary pairs of morphisms, the reasoning being that the language h(A∗)∩ bB∗ is regular, and required words x and
y exist if and only if(
h(A∗) ∩ bB∗) ∩ (g(A∗) ∩ bB∗) 6= ∅, (1)
where emptiness can be decided since it concerns regular languages.
The basic notion in the proof of Theorem 1 is that of a block. Let h, g : A∗ → B∗ be nonerasing morphisms, i.e.,
h(a) 6= ε and g(a) 6= ε for all letters a. A pair (u, v) is a block ( for the letter b) of the instance (h, g), if h(u) = g(v)
and h(u′) 6= g(v′) for all proper prefixes u′ < u and v′ < v with b ≤ h(u). In this case, u and v are called block
words. Denote by Sb(h, g), or simply by Sb, the set of all blocks for the letter b.
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Table 1
An instance (h, g) of nonmarked
morphisms satisfying (UC1)
a b c d
h ab abc cccc b
g a babc cc bbc
Table 2
An instance (h, g) satisfying the
(UC1) condition
a b c d
h a ba cabbb ab
g ac bac abbb c
If (u, v) is a solution of the equation h(x) = g(y), then there exist decompositions u = u1u2 · · · uk and
v = v1v2 · · · vk of u and v such that (ui , vi ) ∈ Sbi for some letters for bi ∈ B, i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Thus if u = w = v is
a solution of an instance (h, g), there exists a block decomposition of w,
w = u1u2 · · · uk = v1v2 · · · vk, (2)
where (ui , vi ) ∈ Sbi for bi ∈ B, i = 1, 2, . . . , k, i.e. each solution can be represented as a concatenation of blocks.
For a marked instance (h, g), the block for every letter b is unique, if it exists, and, therefore, in the marked case
every solution has a unique block decomposition (see [9] or [2]).
Let us now define the first unique continuation condition:
UC1. The instance (h, g), where h, g : A∗ → B∗, is called a unique block instance if, for every letter a ∈ A,
there exist at most one block (au, v) and at most one block (u, av).
If an instance I = (h, g) satisfies (UC1), and if (u, v) is a block, where a ≤ u for a letter a ∈ A, then we denote
β(a) = (u, v).
Example 1. We give an example of a unique block instance for non-marked morphisms. Let h, g : {a, b, c, d}∗ →
{a, b, c}∗ be the morphisms defined in Table 1.
This instance satisfies (UC1). The blocks are (ab, ab), (c, cc) and (db, b). For example, h(adci ) FG g(adc j ) and
h(aaci ) FG g(abc j ) for all i and j , but there is no block of the form (adci , adc j ) or (aaci , abc j ). Clearly, w = ab is
a solution of the PCP and ω = adcω is a solution of the ωPCP for this instance.
Example 2. We give another example of a unique block instance, where the morphisms are defined in Table 2.
In this example, h is not injective, since, for example, h(ab) = aba = h(da). On the other hand, the instance
(h, g) satisfies (UC1) the blocks being (ac, ac), (bc, bc) and (c, dc). We conclude that the class of instances with
unique blocks does not consist of injective morphisms only.
Note that the instances satisfying the condition
|Sb| ≤ 1, (3)
for all b ∈ B, form a subclass of the instances satisfying (UC1). Note also that the marked instances satisfy
condition (3).
We show now that the condition (UC1) ensures reduction to marked instances. First of all, it is obvious that all
solutions of an instance of the PCP have a unique block decomposition. This is clear, since all images of solutions can
be divided into a minimal factors, which are equal in the images of both morphisms. These are clearly the blocks.
For the instances satisfying (UC1), the uniqueness of the blocks for each starting letter gives a reduction of the
instances to the marked instances. Moreover, the condition (UC1) yields that the constructive search for a solution is
deterministic with respect to the blocks. Indeed, assume that the instance I = (h, g), where h, g : A∗ → B∗, satisfies
(UC1), and suppose that w ∈ A+ is a solution of I . Let w = u1u2 · · · uk = v1v2 · · · vk , where each (ui , vi ) = β(ai )
is a block for some ai ∈ A. In particular, ui = aiu′i for some u′i . It is clear that such a decomposition always exists
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for all solutions. For the first letter a1 ≤ w, the block (a1u′1, v1) is unique by (UC1). Furthermore, for all i ≥ 2,
ai ≤ (u1 · · · ui−1)−1w and therefore also the block (ui , vi ) = (aiu′i , vi ) is unique by (UC1).
The next theorem is our first main result for instances satisfying (UC1).
Theorem 2. The PCP is decidable for unique block instances.
Proof. Assume that the instance I = (h, g), where h, g : A∗ → B∗, satisfies the condition (UC1). We construct a
marked instance I ′ = (h′, g′), where h′, g′ : C∗ → A∗, as follows. Let
C = {a ∈ A | β(a) exists} .
For each a ∈ C , let β(a) = (u, v), and define
h′(a) = u and g′(a) = v.
Clearly, the morphisms h′ and g′ are marked by the condition (UC1). Note also that a ≤ h′(a) for all a ∈ C .
We prove that I ′ has a solution if and only I has. Indeed, assume that I has a solution w, and let
u1u2 · · · uk = w = v1v2 · · · vk
be its block decomposition, where (ui , vi ) = β(ai ), with ai ∈ A, i = 1, . . . , k. This decomposition is unique, and,
for w′ = a1a2 · · · ak , we obtain
h′(w′) = u1u2 · · · uk = w = v1v2 · · · vk = g′(w′),
and therefore w′ is a solution of I ′.
In converse, assume that I ′ has a solution w′ = a1a2 · · · ak , ai ∈ C for all i . Now
w = h′(w′) = u1u2 · · · uk = v1v2 · · · vk = g′(w′),
where h′(ai ) = ui , g′(ai ) = vi and (ui , vi ) = β(ai ). By the definition of block, h(ui ) = g(vi ) for all i and, therefore,
h(h′(w′)) = h(u1u2 · · · uk) = g(v1v2 · · · vk) = g(g′(w′)).
In other words, h′(w′) is a solution of I .
The result follows now from Theorem 1. 
Note that in the proof of previous theorem, in order for both h′ and g′ to be marked, we need the fact that in the
instances satisfying (UC1) every letter of a ∈ A is the first letter of at most one block of both h and g.
An effective decision procedure for the instances satisfying (UC1) uses the same techniques as the algorithm for
the marked instances given in [9]. Indeed, for a marked instance I = (h, g), the successor I ′ = (h′, g′) is build
as in the proof of Theorem 2. By iterating the successor construction, the successor sequence I (i) = (h(i), g(i)),
i = 1, 2, . . . , is obtained. The conclusion is that this sequence is ultimately periodic, that is, there exist numbers n
and d such that I (i) = I (i+d) for all i ≥ n. Finally, there exists a solution beginning with a letter a for I if and only
if h(i)(a) = a = g(i)(a) for all i ≥ n. We refer to [9] for more detailed proofs concerning this decision procedure.
Note that for a marked instance I the letters for which a minimal solution exists, can be detected, and also the minimal
solution for each letter is unique, that is
Emin(I ) = E(I ) \ E(I )2 = {w1, w2, . . . , wk | wi is the minimal solution for letter ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ k} .
Now by the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain:
Corollary 1. Let I = (h, g) be a unique block instance of the PCP and assume that the domain alphabet is A. The
following sets can be effectively found:
(1) S = {a ∈ A | there exists a solution w for I, a ≤ w}
(2) Emin(I ) is a finite marked set effectively computable. Marked here means that every element of Emin(I ) begins
with a different letter.
In order to make use of Theorem 2, we must be able to prove that we may detect the unique block instances.
Therefore, we need to prove
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Theorem 3. It is decidable, whether or not an instance (h, g) of the PCP is a unique block instance.
Proof. We establish a procedure for deciding whether or not an instance is a unique block instance.
Let I = (h, g), where h, g : A∗ → B∗, be an instance of the PCP. For a letter a ∈ A, construct the minimal
deterministic finite automata accepting the regular language
Ha = h(aA∗) ∩ g(A∗).
This can be done by the usual tricks in the theory of finite automata, by first defining automata for languages h(aA∗)
and g(A∗), and then using the construction in [10] for intersection. The minimal automaton A can be found with so
called The Method of Quotients in [10]. Now there exists a unique block (au, v) of I for the letter a only if A is not
branching before it reaches a final state for the first time, that is, there is a unique path from the initial state to a final
state consuming a word wa ∈ Ha . We still need to check that the word au satisfying h(au) = wa is unique. This can
be checked simply by examining all possible factorizations of wa by images of h. Similarly, we have to check that
wa has a unique factorization with images of g, that is, v is the only such word that g(v) = wa . Now, if au and v are
unique for wa , then (au, v) is unique for a.
Symmetrically, we can check whether or not blocks (u, av) are unique (if it exists) for every a. 
3. Unique continuation instances
The property (UC1) does not help in the ωPCP, since no reduction to marked instances of the ωPCP can be
established. Indeed, a unique block instance can have an infinite solution without block decomposition and still be
nonultimately periodic. For the ωPCP we need a stronger unique continuation condition to have a decidable ωPCP.
UC2. An instance (h, g), where h, g : A∗ → B∗ is called a unique continuation instance, if whenever
h(u) < g(v) or g(v) < h(u) for u, v ∈ A∗, then there exists at most one letter a such that h(ua) FG g(v)
or h(u) FG g(va), respectively.
It is obvious that a unique continuation instance needs not be injective. This can be seen, for instance, by taking
any unique continuation instance (h, g) and adding there new domain letters a and b and setting h(a) = a = h(b)
and g(a) = b = g(b). The new instance is still a unique continuation instance, but it is not injective.
We first prove that unique continuation instances can be effectively detected.
Theorem 4. It is decidable, whether or not an instance of the PCP is a unique continuation instance.
Proof. Let I = (h, g), where h, g : A∗ → B∗, be an instance of the PCP. We define the following procedure called
CONTINUATION. The input is (a, h, g), where a ∈ A.
(1) Set i = 1, x1 = a and y1 = ε, Sg = Sh = ∅.
(2) If h(xi ) = g(yi ), then return UNIQUE: CASE 1.
(3) Else if g(yi ) < h(xi ), then if si = g(yi )−1h(xi ) ∈ Sh return UNIQUE: CASE 2. Else set Sh := Sh ∪ {si }.
If the letter b such that g(yib) FG h(xi ) is unique, then set xi+1 = xi , yi+1 = yib and i = i + 1, GOTO 2. If
no such b exists, return NO BLOCK. Else return NOT UNIQUE.
(4) Else if h(xi ) < g(yi ), then if si = h(xi )−1g(yi ) ∈ Sg return UNIQUE: CASE 2. Else set Sg := Sg ∪ {si }.
If the letter b such that h(xib) FG g(yi ) is unique, then set yi+1 = yi , xi+1 = xib and i = i + 1, GOTO 2. If
no such b exists, return NO BLOCK. Else return NOT UNIQUE.
We shortly explain the idea of the procedure CONTINUATION. For an input letter a a sequence (xi , yi ) is constructed,
where h(xi ) FG g(yi ) for all i . The pair (xi+1, yi+1) is constructed using the suffix overflow h(xi )−1g(yi ) or
g(yi )−1h(xi ) of the pair (xi , yi ), according to whether |g(yi )| > |h(xi )| or not. Uniqueness of the next letter is
checked at every round. If the overflow is empty, then there is a (unique) block for the letter a. On the other hand, it is
possible that the overflow is always nonempty. In this case, if the sequence (xi , yi ) is infinite, the overflows begin to
appear cyclically, and we may stop when find the first overflow twice. The sets Sh and Sg are used to check whether
an overflow already appeared.
Now an instance satisfies condition (UC2) if and only if, for all a ∈ A, the procedure CONTINUATION returns
UNIQUE for both inputs (a, h, g) and (a, g, h). Indeed, if CONTINUATION returns UNIQUE for all these input, then
the continuation is unique for all overflows of the length at most maxa∈A{|h(a)|, |g(a)|}, and this is enough. 
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The following theorem holds, since a unique continuation instance necessarily satisfies (UC1). Indeed, the
procedure CONTINUATION can be easily transformed into a procedure which detects unique blocks also, simply
by returning the pair (xi , yi ) if the procedure stop in the command line (2).
Theorem 5. The PCP is decidable for unique continuation instances.
The difference between unique block instances and unique continuation instances is that in the former case we may
find several letters for each suffix overflow in the lines (3) and (4) of the procedure CONTINUATION, but the equality
h(xi ) = g(yi ) is eventually satisfied only for one choice of the letters. But in the unique continuation instances the
choice of the next letter is always deterministically determined w.r.t. the suffix overflow. Using this deterministic
behaviour, we are able to prove that the ωPCP is decidable for the unique continuation instances the proof of which
uses the idea of [3] for the proof of the next theorem.
Theorem 6. The ωPCP is decidable for marked instances.
We are ready to prove our main theorem on ωPCP.
Theorem 7. The ωPCP is decidable for the unique continuation instances.
Proof. Assume that I = (h, g), where h, g : A∗ → B∗, is a unique continuation instance. We can assume that
E(I ) = ∅, since for any nonempty w ∈ E(I ), wω = ww · · · is an infinite solution of I and we are done.
We say that an infinite solution ω ∈ Aω has a block decomposition, if
ω = u1u2 · · · = v1v2 · · · , (4)
where each (ui , vi ) is block for some letter ai for i = 1, 2, . . . . The infinite solutions of I are of two types, either they
have a block decomposition, or they do not have a block decomposition. We prove that the infinite solutions of both
types can be detected.
Assume first that I has a solution with a block decomposition, and let I ′ = (h′, g′) be constructed as in the proof of
Theorem 2. It is easy to show that there exists an infinite solution ω with block decomposition in (4) for I if and only if
ω′ = a1a2 · · · is an infinite solution of the marked instance I ′. Since the ωPCP is decidable for marked instances (see
Theorem 6), a solution with a block decomposition can be effectively found. Note also that, for any infinite solution
ω′ of the instance I ′, h′(ω′) is an infinite solution of I .
The harder case consists of the instances I without block decompositions. Assume that ω is an infinite solution of
I , that is,
ω = u1u2 · · · ukω1 = v1v2 · · · vkω2, (5)
where (ui , vi ) are blocks for i = 1, 2, . . . , k and ω1, ω2 ∈ Aω such that k is maximal with respect to this property, i.e.
ω1 and ω2 do not have block words as prefixes. We shall describe a procedure which detects these infinite solutions.
By the maximality condition and the condition (UC2), both ω1 and ω2 begin with a letter for which no block
exists. Clearly, such letters are those for which the procedure CONTINUATION returns “unique: case 2”. In this case, a
suffix overflow repeats in the process, and, since I is a unique continuation instance, the suffix overflows appear
periodically. Assume, that (xi , yi ) = (u, u′) is the pair when the first repeated suffix overflow appears the first
time, and (x j , y j ) = (uv, u′w) is the pair when the same overflow appears the second time. It is immediate that
h(uvω) = g(u′wω). Therefore, ω1 = uvω and ω2 = u′wω for some letters b ≤ uv and c ≤ u′w and for any block
(x, y), b  x and c  y. We have achieved that all possible ω1 and ω2 can be effectively determined. For each letter
for which there is no block, we construct the words ω1 and ω2 if they exist. Note that we check also whether or not
ω1 = ω2 which would immediately imply that ω1 is an infinite solution.
We still need to prove that for all a1 the block part (u1u2 · · · uk, v1v2 · · · vk) in (5) can be effectively found. The
bound k must be finite, since the instance does not have a block decomposition beginning with a1. We construct the
words u1 · · · uk and v1 · · · vk using the same idea as in the procedure CONTINUATION. Clearly, there exists a solution
(5) if and only if either
(u1u2 · · · uk)−1(v1v2 · · · vk) = cz or (v1v2 · · · vk)−1(u1u2 · · · uk) = bz
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for some letters b and c, and a word z, according to whether |u1 · · · uk | < |v1 · · · vk | or not. Our algorithm works as
the CONTINUATION for (a1, h, g), but the sequence (xi , yi ) is constructed so that in each step we check that xi FG yi .
If at some step i , xi and yi are not comparable, there is no infinite solution for a1. Similarly, if CONTINUATION
returns “no block”, that is, no next letter for xi or yi exists and h(xi ) 6= g(yi ). Now if CONTINUATION stops in the
case h(xi ) = g(yi ) (and xi FG yi ), we have that xi = yidz or yi = xidz, for some letter d and a word z. In the first
case, if there is a block word for g beginning with d , we set xi+1 = xi and yi+1 = yid, and continue according to
the procedure CONTINUATION. Otherwise, there is no block word for g beginning with d, and xi = u1 · · · uk and
yi = v1 · · · vk . In the other case, where yi = xidz, we reason similarly. Note that dz 6= ε, since E(I ) = ∅. Since there
is no infinite solution with a block decomposition, this algorithm necessarily stops eventually.
Finally, we need to check whether or not for the letter d there are infinite words ω1 = uvω and ω2 = u′wω as
above, and that
u1u2 · · · ukuvω = v1v2 · · · vku′wω.
These words are ultimately periodic and, therefore, their equality can be determined in a trivial way. 
The structure of the infinite solutions of the marked instances of the PCP was studied in detail in [8], and the
infinite solutions of the unique continuation instances have the same structure. Indeed, it was proved in [8] that the set
of infinite solutions for the marked instances I is of the form
Emin(I )ω ∪ Emin(I )∗ (P ∪ F) , (6)
where P is a finite set of ultimately periodic words, and F is a finite set of morphic images of fixed points of D0L
systems. In the proof of Theorem 7 it was shown that the solutions with a block decomposition are morphic images
of solutions of a marked instance, and the solution without a block decomposition are ultimately periodic. Since the
morphic images of ultimately periodic words in P are ultimately periodic and the morphic images of morphic images
of F are of the type F , we obtain that
Theorem 8. The infinite solutions of an instance of the PCP with unique continuation property have the structure
of (6).
Note that we could extend these properties to morphisms which satisfy the same condition from the right to left.
Actually, if the condition (UC1) (or (UC2)) are satisfied for the mirror instance (hR, gR) of (h, g) where, for all
letters a, hR(a) = h(a)R and gR(a) = g(a)R , then the PCP (or ωPCP, resp.) can be decided. This extends the class
of decidable instances defined here.
Finally, we give another uniqueness property:
UC3. The instance (h, g), where h, g : A∗ → B∗, is called unique equality continuation instance, if, for all
u ∈ A∗ and different a, b ∈ A, h(ua) FG g(ua) and h(ub) FG g(ub) imply h(u) = g(u).
We leave the following two questions as open problems: is the PCP decidable for unique equality continuation
instances? Is it decidable whether or not an instance of the PCP satisfies the property (UC3)?
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